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Abstract—Two types of international comparisons of femtosecond laser frequency combs have been performed in France
and the USA. Five combs were involved in the comparisons.
Three combs, of which two are transportable, employ nonlinear
photonic crystal fiber (PCF) to obtain a wide spectrum covering
a full optical octave. The other two are based on broadband
femtosecond lasers and require no PCF. The comparisons were
performed by counting the optical heterodyne beats between pairs
of combs. The frequency agreement among three combs was at
the subhertz level in the 563 THz part of the comb spectrum when
the combs were referenced to a hydrogen maser. When the combs
were referenced to an optical standard, the frequency agreement
among four combs was much improved and found to be at the
10 19 level in the spectral range of 333–473 THz. The fact that
this result is obtained by five independent measurement systems
(combs) strengthens the conclusion that no systematic effects are
present at this level.
Index Terms—Femtosecond laser, frequency measurement, frequency standards.

I. INTRODUCTION

A

BREAKTHROUGH in the applications of femtosecond
laser (fs-laser) systems in frequency metrology was presented in 1999 [1], [2]. In a few years, such optical combs have
become a crucial tool in the realization of the definition of the SI
meter and a key component enabling one to take full advantage
of the potential of future optical clocks based on a sharp optical
resonance of a cooled and trapped ion, cooled atomic species or
suitable molecules. In the development of future optical clocks,
at 1 s) and expected acconsidering the high stability (
, a detailed study of the noise characteristics
curacy
and possible systematic effects in the transfer between the optical and the radio frequency (RF) ranges is imperative if full
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confidence in future standards is to be gained. As well as timekeeping, one of the most compelling motivations for the development of advanced optical frequency standards is that their
comparison would allow one to search for possible time variations of fundamental constants [3], [4]. For example, laboratory based tests of the stability of the fine structure constant
show no time-dependence at the present measurement limit of
per year [5], [6], while some astronomical measurements indicate that could have been smaller than its present
in the early universe some 10 bilvalue by a factor of
lion years ago [7].
At the levels in question, well below existing standards, a direct comb-to-comb comparison appears to be the appropriate
way to find the present limitations of this technique. To this end
some comparisons and verification experiments have already
been made [8]–[12]. Here we present the results of two international comparisons of fs-laser frequency combs, involving three
laboratories and a total of five comb systems in two different designs. Such a comparison involving different systems not only
tests the internal consistency in a comb spectrum but also sets
limits on systematic effects, which could vary from system to
system.
II. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Two international comparisons of fs-laser combs have been
carried out at the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures
(BIPM) in France and the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) in the USA. Two transportable combs were
first compared with the BIPM-C1 comb [13] at the BIPM. One
of the transportable combs (BIPM-C2) was constructed by the
BIPM and the other one (ECNU-C1) was constructed by the
East China Normal University (ECNU) in Shanghai, China.
These two combs have similar design and their configuration is
shown in Fig. 1.
The two transportable combs are based on a femtosecond
mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser that has a six-mirror ring cavity
[14]. One of the mirrors is mounted on a fast piezo-electric trans.A
ducer (PZT) that is used to control the repetition rate
second mirror is mounted on a long PZT, which is used to compensate the long-term drift of the fs-laser cavity. The fs-laser
is pumped by a solid state laser at 532 nm with a pump power
of 5 W. The fs-laser pulses are first compressed by a pair of
chirped multipass mirrors, before being coupled into a nonlinear PCF having a length of 30 cm [15]. The width of the
fs-laser output spectrum is expanded to cover a full optical ocreflects the light near 1064 nm,
tave by the PCF. The mirror
which is then frequency doubled to green light in a 5-mm-long
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Fig. 1. Configuration of a transportable comb referenced to a hydrogen
maser. (PLL: phase locked loop; HV Amp: driver of piezo-electric transducer;
: mirrors; Mp:
AOM: acoustooptic modulator; RF Amp: AOM driver; M
multipass chirped mirrors; P: pump laser; PCF: photonic-crystal-fiber; =2:
half waveplate; D: photo-detector; Pr: polarization rotator).

KNbO crystal. The mirror
reflects the green beam near
532 nm, which then is mixed with the frequency doubled light
near 1064 nm. This generates the beat signal for the control of
at detector D. The
the carrier envelope offset frequency
is phase locked to a RF synthesizer referenced to a hydrogen
maser. The detector D is also used to obtain the servo signal for
, which also is phase locked
the control of the repetition rate
to the same hydrogen maser by a second RF synthesizer. The
fs-laser, PCF and self referencing setup are entirely contained
in a sealed aluminum box with dimensions 69 54 23 cm .
The transportable combs have three output beams each in
different regions of the optical spectrum that allow measurements of three different optical frequencies simultaneously.
passes through a window of the
The beam transmitted by
sealed box and has a total power of 30 mW in the spectral
is
range 600–900 nm. The beam transmitted by mirror
near 1064 nm and is steered through a second window of the
sealed box by a right-angle prism. The total power of the output
beam near 1064 nm is 20 mW. The reflected light of mirror
near 532 nm passes through a third window with a total power
of 3 mW.
The method used in the first international comparison of femtosecond laser combs at the BIPM has been described in detail
in a previous report [16]. The repetition rates of the two transportable combs are near 800 MHz. We compared the two transportable combs with the BIPM-C1 comb, which has a repetition
rate of 740 MHz. The combs were phase locked to a hydrogen
maser by an independent phase locking system. An iodine stabilized Nd:YAG laser was employed as a common reference laser
when comparing the two combs. The infrared beam of the iodine stabilized Nd:YAG laser was sent to the BIPM-C1 comb
at 1064 nm, which
by a fiber to generate the beat signal
by an RF doubler. The green beam of
then was doubled to
the iodine stabilized Nd:YAG laser was sent to the BIPM-C2
(or ECNU-C1) comb by a second fiber to generate the beat
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at 532 nm. The two beat signals were combined, and
signal
of the resultant signal was obthe summing part
tained by a double balanced mixer that links the optical beats
is
between the two combs. The summed frequency
independent of the frequency drift of the Nd:YAG laser. The
comparisons were performed by counting the beat signal of
and comparing the resulting beat frequency with the
expected value [16]. In the total measurement time of 18 300 s,
the frequency agreement among the three combs (BIPM-C1,
BIPM-C2, and ECNU-C1) was within 0.7 Hz at 563 THz. The
precision of the measurement is limited by the noise of the RF
.
synthesizers controlling
In order to extend the measurements to include more systems and different techniques, the two transportable combs
(BIPM-C2 and ECNU-C1) were shipped to NIST in Boulder
and compared with the NIST broadband fiberless comb
named NIST-BB1 [17], [18]. The NIST combs are based on
four-mirror ring lasers that directly emit a broadband spectrum
560–1150 nm at 50 dB below the
spanning the range
maximum. The total average output power is 640 mW with 8 W
of pump light at 532 nm. Additional broadening in a nonlinear
PCF is therefore not required. Instead, the carrier envelope
offset frequency can be measured by frequency tripling light
emitted near 960 nm and heterodyning it with frequency doubled light near 640 nm [18], as shown in more detail in Fig. 2.
of each comb is phase-locked to a stable RF frequency
The
synthesizer referenced to a hydrogen maser. The schematic of
the comparison made at NIST is shown on Fig. 3. The beat
and
, between a continuous-wave (CW) laser
signals,
657 nm) and an individual element of each of the two
(
combs, serve as servo signals for the phase locking to control
of each comb relative to the CW laser frequency
,
the
, where is the
such that
mode order integer number.
Since the short term frequency stability of optical frequency
standards can be one or two orders of magnitude better than
that of hydrogen masers, the combs have much lower frequency noise when they are slaved to the cavity stabilized
diode laser at 657 nm [19]. In the second comparisons, we
used NIST-BB1 as a reference comb and compared this to the
other three combs, BIPM-C2, ECNU-C1, and NIST-BB2 (a
second broadband fiberless comb). Using two methods, four
frequency combs were compared on six days over two months
from August 15, 2003 to October 16, 2003 [20]. One of the
methods involved the comparison of single lines adjacent to
. This method does not require
the control laser frequency
time synchronization between the optical pulse trains from the
two frequency combs.
For the second method, the repetition rates of two frequency
combs are required to be equal and the relative phase between
the optical pulse trains from the two frequency combs is set to
zero (i.e., the pulses from each frequency comb reach the detector at the same time). The optical heterodyne beat between
two compared combs can be obtained by combining the two
comb beams in a high speed photo diode. In this case a group of
lines of the frequency combs generate a strong beat signal with
a signal-to-noise ratio as high as 60 dB with a 300-kHz bandwidth [21]. When the repetition rates of two combs are the same,
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Fig. 2. Configuration of broadband combs of NIST-BB1 and NIST-BB2. (PZT: piezo-electric transducer; PLL: phase locked loop; HV Amp: PZT driver; AOM:
acoustooptic modulator; RF Amp: AOM driver; =2: half waveplate; f : frequency of cavity stabilized laser at 657 nm; SHG: second harmonic generation;
: carrier-envelop-offset frequency. f
: repetition rate; f : beat frequency
THG: third harmonic generation; D: photo diode detector PMT: photomultiplier; f
between f
and comb).

Fig. 3. Comparison of combs referenced to a cavity stabilized laser at 657
:
nm. (f : frequency of BIPM-C2, ECNU-C1 and NIST-BB2 combs, f
frequency of NIST-BB1 comb).

the beat frequency is equal to
and independent of
[20]. Any small difference
the reference laser frequency
of repetition rate between the two combs due to perturbation in
phase control will be enhanced in the optical beat frequency by
which is near
. So measuring the optical beat frequency between compared combs is a very efficient way to test
how precise the comb teeth are controlled by the reference laser
. Interference filters were used to detect the beating signal
at
between compared combs in different wavelength regions. The
Doppler frequency shift due to thermal expansion of the experiment table and fluctuation of light paths both affect the stability

of the beat frequency between the compared combs. In order to
minimize such fluctuations of light path, we have arranged the
optical paths for our experiments in a symmetric fashion and
with as much common mode rejection as possible. Under such
conditions and in the total measuring time of 51 943 s, the frequency agreement among the four compared combs was near
(relative uncertainty with a confidence level of 95%)
[20].
After this series of measurements, the experimental environment conditions of the NIST combs were further improved. The
two fs-laser frequency combs of NIST and all the measurement
systems are now completely contained in two boxes, and the
light beams transmitted between the combs are now protected
by a tube. Moreover, the light path is also in more common
mode. The fluctuation of the light path has in this way been made
smaller and the short term instability of the beat frequency between two combs is at present improved by a factor of almost
10.
The two combs, NIST-BB1 and NIST-BB2, have recently
been compared again, with the repetition rates of the two combs
set to the same value. The comparisons were performed in the
regions 456 and 473 THz. Under these improved conditions
similar results as before, but with a shorter integration time
(21060 s), were obtained. The average frequency difference belevel, estween two combs was found to again be at the 10
sentially the same as the results obtained six months earlier.
III. SUMMARY
Two types of international comparisons of fs-laser combs
have been performed using five combs of two different designs.
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TABLE I
THE RESULTS OF COMPARISONS USING FIVE FEMTOSECOND LASER COMBS.

The results of comparisons are listed in Table I. The frequency
agreement among three combs, when referenced to a hydrogen
maser, was at the subhertz level at 563 THz. When the combs
are referenced to an optical standard, the comb frequency
agreement among four combs was much improved and found
level in the spectral range of 333–473
to be at the 10
THz. Considering that our experiments included five combs of
different designs (broadband operation versus nonlinear PCF),
it is significant that our data do not point to the existence of
any fundamental limitations to the frequency reproducibility of
the comb spectrum at the level of 10 . Furthermore, the
data were collected over a period of about nine months, in a
long series of measurements and under changing conditions,
which strengthens even more the confidence that no systematic
effects exist at this level. The results demonstrate that fs-laser
combs can indeed be a key element in future optical clocks and
in searches for possible drift in fundamental constants.
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